WESTERN PROVINCE PREPARATORY
SCHOOL
Meanwhile these three remain: faith, hope, and
love; and the greatest of these is love 1 Corinthians 13:13
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Newsletter

What we love about the Junior Prep!

are integrated and relevant to what we are doing in the classroom.

We aim to provide an holistic curriculum for our boys, to be
able to empower and inspire each boy through acknowledging
and developing their strengths and supporting their difficulties.
Despite the COVID protocols that have been implemented, we
have strived to be creative and innovative in our engagement
with our dynamic, holistic curriculum and WPPS boys.

Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)
We spend three hours per week on our SEL curriculum. Through
SEL we are forming deep, meaningful relationships with the
boys in our classes. We are equipping them with a rich vocabulary that can be used to express themselves, and manage their
feelings and difficult situations.

Music
Each class has class music for 30 minutes a week and singing for
30 minutes a week. The music teachers engage in various forms
of music, including percussion, dance, songs, theory, etc.
Some Grades 2 and 3 boys have opted to play an instrument
privately during the school day. These instruments include recorder, violin, piano, cello.
The Grade 1 boys have recorder sessions in small groups during
the week.

Dance and Drama
Kyle Overmeyer, our school pastor, spends 30 minutes a week
with each class. He works closely with our SEL curriculum and
integrates it into spirituality and religion. He sings songs, dances, and also plays instruments with the boys. This is a highlight
of their week.

Our Grade 3 boys have the option of doing Dance and Drama as
optional extramurals. The Dance and Drama classes in Grade 3
are provided by our teachers and student teachers. We have an
external dance teacher who teaches dance to the Grade 2 boys
during the week.

Technology

Physical Education

We have 24 iPads in Grade 1 and Grade 2. This means that the
two classes in the Grade alternate the use of iPads. We have 48
iPads in Grade 3. As such, each boy has his own iPad every day.
We hope to have 48 iPads in Grades 1 and 2 in 2022.

Grades 1 and 2 boys have 30 minutes of physical education a
week, while the Grade 3 boys have an hour. Robin Damons,
assisted by our student teachers, provides dynamic, exciting,
varied lessons for the boys. These lessons include a variety of
equipment and games, as well as rhythm and dance. The lessons are exciting and relevant to the boys’ development.

Wetpups has signed up with Jamf School and Apple Teacher,
platforms that manage our iPads as a school. This means the
teachers have full control of each iPad which is used in their
classes. They can download apps for the boys, monitor their
usage, etc.
The use of iPads is integrated into many different areas of the
curriculum during the week, e.g. projects, research, creative
design, typing, emails, maths games, etc.

Sport and Culture
The Grades 1 and 2 boys have two afternoons a week of compulsory sport. In summer these include swimming and cricket;
in winter hockey and rugby skills.
Additionally, there are optional sports and cultural activities in
the afternoon that are provided by the school such as athletics,
stump cricket, touch rugby, chess, and art club.

The Junior Prep boys all have Reading Eggs, Mathletics, and
Maths Seeds accounts. These educational apps are being integrated into our curriculum to consolidate concepts taught in
Literacy and Numeracy.

There are also optional private extramurals such as clay station,
gymnastics, judo, etc.

Coding

The Grade 3 boys may choose their extramural activities, and
are encouraged to participate in one sport and one cultural
activity during the week.

We have embarked on a new coding program called Code.org.
The boys are learning at their own pace. We are looking forward to seeing how the concept of coding develops the boys’
critical and creative thinking, problem-solving skills, collaborative abilities, communication skills, and perseverance.

Art
Our new art teacher, Deidre Harris, is delivering creative, fun,
and varied art lessons to our boys. Each class has Art once a
week for an hour. Deidre has the term’s learning themes for
each Grade. She plans and prepares her lessons to ensure they

STEAM
STEAM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and
Mathematics. This is a problem-based learning approach. The
Junior Prep engages in a STEAM activity every week. This usually
involves research, practical skills, problem-solving skills, teamwork, co-operative learning, fine motor skills, and much more.
The STEAM activity is closely related and relevant to the theme
being explored in the classroom.
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What we love about the Junior Prep! cont/d
Literacy and Numeracy

Aftercare

In Junior Prep, we aim to teach Numeracy and Literacy in a multisensory way. We have varied intelligences and abilities in our
classrooms. This is the concrete operational phase of a child’s
development. It is essential that the boys learn through seeing,
hearing, feeling, and doing to consolidate and internalise the
concepts and skills taught.

Our aftercare facilities are up and running this year. The room
has been revamped and is looking light, bright and spacious.

We provide differentiated activities within the classroom to
develop each boy at his own level and ensure that learning gaps
are not formed. Differentiated learning is vital for setting each
child up for success, for developing self-esteem, and allowing
children to be available for learning.
The teachers are constantly learning, exploring, and sharing
new tools and strategies to assist with extension and support
for different abilities within the classroom.

We are continuously developing and growing our knowledge,
skills, and understanding of children and education. We are
passionate and motivated in extending and sharing our
knowledge. We are consistently striving to be better and always
open to implementing new strategies in the teaching of Literacy
and Numeracy.

Afrikaans and isiXhosa
Afrikaans and isiXhosa are taught in an holistic, multisensory
way in the Junior Prep. We use the communicative approach
through songs, rhymes, movement, mime, etc.

Staff Development
We have a staff of experienced and talented teachers who are
passionate about what they do. Many webinars and online conferences are being attended on an ongoing basis in order to keep
progressing in our approaches and strategies to teaching and
learning.
This year, our focus is especially on internal staff development.
We are using our own strengths and particular knowledge and
interests to share with and develop each other.
We have attended workshops on Differentiation and Support in
Literacy, Auditory Processing Disorder and Autism Spectrum
Disorder. Some of our teachers have recently attended the International Annual British Dyslexia conference online.

Our Curriculum Vision
The Vision and Mission of our school are at the forefront of our
minds when engaging in our curriculum. We are constantly
adapting and developing our curriculum to ensure it is holistic
and relevant in terms of transformation, sustainability, and community engagement. We are making progress specifically concerning our themes, resources, and SEL in our curriculum. We
are striving to make even more progress going forward.

Library
We are incredibly fortunate at WPPS to have an amazing Junior
Prep library run by Catherine Sellier. Our books are current,
relevant and diverse. Catherine is passionate about books and
consistently resources books to support transformation and
inclusivity. Technology is integrated with the class library sessions through websites, YouTube videos, Google Slides, etc.

MERLAINE YEO - Head of Junior Prep

Our library books also form part of our Junior Prep reading
scheme. The teachers select books from our library for use in
the classroom for our Individual Reading Programmes (IRP). This
means that our boys read books at their level, at home, which
have been selected from our library.
Our classrooms each have a book corner. We select books from
our library every few weeks to fill our book corners.

Pupil Support
Our support unit oversees support for our boys in three main
areas:
- Behavoural difficulties
- Social and emotional difficulties
- Learning difficulties
This is a vital part of our school. The support unit ensures that
we are empowering and inspiring each boy by supporting them
holistically.
We have occupational therapists and speech therapists on our
campus. We work very closely with these experts to provide
support for boys who need support in these areas.
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Thank you to all boys who helped the Art and Culture Portfolio
group with their recorder drive for Constantia. If any boy would
still like to donate a recorder, please bring it to school before the
last day of term.

Thought for the Week
“When “I” is replaced by “We,” illness becomes wellness.
Shannon L. Adler, Author

Chapel Service
Click on the following link to view this week’s Chapel Service:
https://drive.google.com/file/
d/14MJ6QUV6hsR6MNc5iM27iJC3fceT8UZm/view?ts=60bd91ee
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From the Sport’s Desk

The return to competitive contact sport has been potentially earmarked for term 3, and I am sure our boys are eagerly awaiting this
opportunity. I am how excited however to see our Wetpups boys
in action and representing our school, even in sports not offered at
WPPS. Here is a look at some of those outstanding achievements:
WPPS put two surf teams together to compete in the Sea Harvest
Surf Emporium Western Cape Interschools Champs last Friday at
Muizenberg. The A Team surfers were Jack Fleck, James Malan,
Christopher McLagan, Max Marshall-Smith and Jack Hibling, and
the B Team surfers who took part were Connor Clark, Mickey Todd,
Nicholas McLagan, Jamie Fleck and Ryan Davies. The format consists of a tag team relay and each heat is 45 minutes long, which
means each surfer gets roughly nine minutes in the water to catch
a maximum of two waves and to make them count. I’m happy to
report that the WPPS A Team came first in their heat with 1000
points and tied first place for the day with Kommetjie A and Ambleside A. The B Team came fourth in their heat with 670 points.
All the boys surfed incredibly well considering the conditions were
less than optimal with an onshore wind and very little swell.
Unfortunately WPPS came late to the league and didn’t compete in
the first two competitions. As a result the A Team is lying 13th
overall and the B Team 15th overall. The competitions take place
every second Friday at 15:30 so the next one is on Friday 18 June.
Well done to all the boys who took part.

This past Sunday, Thomas Pearce (Gr 4), participated in the SA
Kids Golf Tournament at Erinvale Golf Club where He shot a
remarkable 49 through 9 holes and came second overall.
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From the Sport’s Desk Cont/d

Grade 2 Music Concert

Announcements:

Well done to all the boys on their excellent performances in their
first music concert at WPPS.

1. Park rugby has been suspended till further notice. Practices will
continue on regular sport days.
2. Rugby fixtures have been cancelled due to the DBE announcement regarding contact sport. Practices will continue on regular
practice days
3. Voluntary touch has been suspended till further notice.
4. Hockey fixtures have been cancelled due to the DBE announcement regarding contact sport. Practices will continue on practice
days, with additional practice times arranged on Fridays at the
Herschel Astro. The following applies:
- Grades 4 & 5 15:30-16:30
- Grades 6 & 7 16:30-17:30
- There will be no practices on the cancelled match days.
5. Chess fixtures vs SACS this Friday.
6. Grades 1 to 7 have an upcoming rugby holiday clinic, please use
the following link Rugby June holiday clinic sign-up sheet to register
your son.
7. Grades N and R have an upcoming games holiday clinic, please
use the following link Games June holiday clinic sign-up sheet to
register your son.

Please click on this link to watch:
https://youtu.be/liE84grxyxY

We are starting a “Tekkie Drive'' for the Vusa Rugby Programme.
Boys can donate old, well-conditioned sneakers / rugby boots /
soccer boots sizes (4 - 9) over the course of the next week at Mr
Damon's office. The aim is to have as many pairs of “tekkies” as
possible by June 16.
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Grade 5A Project
Grade 5A boys are making maps using dough and then painting
them.
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Grade 1 STEAM

Artwork Collection

Lays week the boys had loads of fun during their paired and group
STEAM activity. They were given wide sucker sticks and plastic
cups. The challenge was to build a tower of cups as high as possible. As we progressed from the early stages working in small
groups we eventually had two groups of 12 boys working together
to get their tower as tall as possible. We had such excitement
when the tallest tower was made. It was fascinating to watch the
boys interact and work together as a team. They were busy for an
hour!
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